
Agreement for Caoperation bekreen
the National Centre for Scientific Research (NCSR) o'Demokritos"

and
the Asia Pacilic Center for Theoretical Physics

This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) sets the tErms and understanding between the
National CentrE for $cientific Research (NCSR) *Demokritos*, Agia Paraskevi, Greece and the
Asia Pacific Center forTheoretical Physics, Pohang, Korea.

Bringiug together the expertise of the Institute of Nuclear and Particle Physics GIIPP) of NC$R
*Dernokritos" a$d the Asis Pacifie Center for Theoretic*l Physics, the two institutions have
agreed upan the fullowing five items based on principles of mutual squalrty and reciprociy of
benefits in order to foster acadsmic and scientific exchange.

1. The trvo institutions will seek common opportunities in seientific research. The details of
specific projects will be determined by mutual agreement of both institutions. The form of
cooperatiofl may vary with the goal of each pr+ject.

2. The tvo institutions will collabsrate in developing {inancial plans to co-spsnsor workshops
focusing on Theoretical Physics, ta be held at $ites in either Greece or the Asian Pacific Rim,
as mutually agreed by both institutions. The terms of sponsorship ofthese workshops are to be
agreed upon by both institutions.

3. The nrc iustitution$ agree to promote the exchange of scientists" To this end, when either of
the tlvo institutions invites members of the ather institution to participate in scientific activities
which they are hosting, then the host organization will provide accommodation and contribute
to loc*I sxp€ns&$ ofthe visiting scientist. The nature of the accommodation provided and when
*pplicable, the reimbursement of international tavel Bxpefise$ will be subject to the expense
guidelines of the host organizati+n.

4. Each institution will designate a liaison officer to administer this Agreement and to coordinate
cooperative ac"tiviti*s hetween the two institutions.

5. This Agreement may be rnodified by mutual sonsent. The Agreement will takebffeat on tle
date of signtng the Agreement and will last for a period sf thrce ysars. At that time, ths term$
of the Agreement will be revierted and upon the mutual consenl of both institutians, it will be
renewed far a subsequent period, to be agreed upon at that time.
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Agreement for Cooperation between
the Asia Pacifie Center for Theorstical Physics

and
the National Centre for $cieutific Research (NCSR) nDemokritos"

This Memoraudum of Understanding {MoU} sets the terms and understanding between the Asia
Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics, Poh*ng Ksrea and the National Centre for Ssientific
Research (NCSR) "Demokritos", Agia Paraskevi, Gree*e.

Bringing together the expertise ofthe Asia Facific Center for lheor,etical Physics snd the Insfitute
ofNuclear and Pa*icle Physics (fFfpP) ofNCSR *Demokritos', the rwo institutions have agreed
upon the following frve items based on principles of mutual equalrty and reciprocity of benefits
in order to foster academic and scientific exchange.

1. The two institutions will seek csmmffl opportunities in scientific rcsearch. The dekils of
specific projects will be determined Uy rnutuat agreement of both institutions. The form of
cooperation may vary with the goal of eaeh project.

2. The two institutions will collaborate in developing financial plans to co-sponsor workshops
focusing on Theoretical Plrysics, to be held at sites in either the Asian Pacific Rim or Creecen
as mutually agreed by both institutions. The tsrms of sponsorship ofthese workshaps are to be
agreed upan by both institutions.

3. The trvo institutions agr€e to promote the exch*nge of scientists. To this end, when either of
the two instifirtions invites members of the other institution to participate in scientific activities
which they art hosting, then the host organization will provide accommodation and contribute
to local expenses of the visiting scientist. The nature ofthe accomrnodation provided and when
applicable, the reimbursement of international travel expensss will be subject to the expense
guidelines of the host organization.

4. Each institution will designate a liaison ofTicer to administer fhis Agreement and to coordinate
cooperative activities between the two instituticns.

5. This Agreement rnay be modified by mutual consent. The Agreement will take effect on the
date of signing the Agreement and will last for a period of three yEars. At that time, the terms
of the Agreement will be reviewed and upon the mutual consent of both institutions, it will be
renewed for a subsequentporiod, to be agreed up*n at that time-
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President
Asia Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics
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